
Bear Basin Ranch
 A Summer camp of the mountain Ute

Gary Ziegler archaeologist and geologist in residence
at Bear Basin Ranch

Ancient Wet Mountains
recently uplifted 1.8 billion year old

metamorphosed rocks

The sedimentary Sangre de Cristo Range 
- uplifted fault block remnants of the 

ancestral Rockies





The first human visitors arrived 15,000 to 
10,000 years ago



Short term Custer County 
Sheriff  mid-1970s

G Ziegler with 
the Australian 

Army SAS 
in Vietnam 1968

I arrived a bit 
later



Careful evaluation has been made to eliminate features that were placed during settler, 
mining and land surveying times.

The ranch is pockmarked with mineral prospect pits and several, once worked, mines. 
Most of the flatter areas were dry land farmed leaving piles of stones removed from the 
worked fields.  

Natural rock outcrops are abundant. Early drift fences frequently used stone cairns to 
support posts. Mining claims frequently had stone corner monuments. 

Archaeological investigations at Bear Basin Ranch

My approach as a field archaeologist is focused on identifying and measuring physical 
phenomena much as we do in field work in the Andes.



 pre-settler sites and cultural features



Peru - Lost Cities 
Archaeology

Archaeology in the high Peruvian Andes as a model 
for scientific field studies in home Colorado. 

A comparison of  geo-cosmic alignments 
and  ceremonies 



Tawantinsuyu
Territory controlled by the Inca State 
in 1526 -  the apex of 3000 yrs.
of cultural evolution

10 million inhabitants
40,000 kms  of roads

central Chile to southern Colombia 
including western Bolivia and 
Argentina

1527  Huyna Capac dies with many 
others of Bartonellosis -  Empire falls 
into a civil war of succession

1532 Pizarro arrives -captures
Athahualpa at Cajamarca.

Cusco is occupied - Manco Inca
set up as puppet ruler.

Quick Overview 
 of the Inca Empire



1964 -The Beginning 

Looking for lost cities and forgotten worlds in
 the remote jungles of the far Vilcabamba.

Text

Excavating a burial site at 
Pachacamac on the coast  

Graduate studies at the Universidad 
de San Marcos -Lima



• T

Text

The Neo-Incas hold out in remote Vilcabamba .
Manco Inca,Titu Cusi and Tupac Armaru
A network of sites reoccupied :  Vitcos, Choquequirao, Espiritu Pampa

Text
Text

Final refuge of the Incas 1536-1572



Espiritu Pampa - 
January 1965

Looking for Gene Savoy and
Vilcabamba La Vieja





2001 Victoria’s Secret 
Exploration, excavation and survey of an
unusual mountain top cemetery complex

Supported by
 National Geographic



•2002 -The discovery of 
Cotacoca, Inca control point 
to Choquequirao and the far 
Vilcabamba.

Text

Supported by John 
Hemming and the 
Royal 
Geographical 
Society





The report of the 
Cotacoca expedition 
was published in the 
home Colorado 
College Magazine



2003 - The Re-discovery of 
Llactapata and Machu Picchu’s

Observatory

Supported by John Hemming 
The Royal Geographical Society
and The Explorers Club



archaeo-astronomer
ethno-historian anthropologist

Specialists working 
at Llactapata





Our expeditions documented a 
large  complex of  previously 

unknown ceremonial sites and 
connecting roads some two miles 

from Machu Picchu.





The Sun Temple at 
Llactapata

 Ziegler and Thomson

160 ft. long corridor facing the June solstice 
sunrise over Machu Picchu



Text
Text

Text
Text

Sacred Geography - Geo-Cosmic Alignment - Carefully planned and placed



• Our research shows that 
Machu Picchu was the 
center of a vast complex 
of ceremonial sites 
associated with 
mountain worship, sun 
rituals and celestial 
observations.

Machu Picchu - A Geo-
Cosmic Hub 



Machu Picchu
Royal Estate and Ceremonial Center

Mountain worship - designed
and focused on spiritual topography
incorporating celestial and solstice
alignment.

Shrines, huacas and natural objects represent 
supernatural forces affecting both everyday life and 
ceremonial events in the Andes. The concentration of 
these features at Machu Picchu must have been carefully 
planned and located by the Inca builders.

               



The June solstice 
sun strikes the 

Intihuatana stone
at Machu Picchu

Sun ritual and 
mountain worship

Llactapata was Machu Picchu’s
Sun Temple and Observatory





       The Apurimac Canyon
looking northwest into the ice 
peaks of remote Vilcabamba

 Inca monumental sites were carefully 
planed and designed in accordance with 
astronomical alignments, precisely placed in 
relationship to sacred rivers, mountains and 
celestial phenomena 

Choquequirao - a multi-functional royal estate modeled after Machu Picchu



view of the apurimac 
canyon and Choquequirao 
from Incaracy



Multi angled ceremonial
structure - gateway to the
Usnu platform and Llama pen

Kallanca and Royal Apartments



Solstice sunrise June 21, 2011







 34





Peru - 2020 
The search 
continues…

Gary R Ziegler 
FRGS  FEC

NASA distinguished Lecturer 

Back to home Colorado 
Archaeological observations 
in the Sangre de Cristo Mts 

and Bear Basin Ranch 
near Tava - Pikes Peak



Archaeological features in Colorado which are likely to                      
have Native American origins. 

                           Robert Brunswig; University of Northern Colorado, 2003

0. Various sizes of cairns, fasting beds or vision quest features.

0. Circular stone arrangements and small rectangular to square stone walls.

0. Altar stones where stones are stacked so as to create a small chamber or niche
    for offerings.

0. Rock alignments that may have been used as game drives or as equinox or 
    solstice markers.

0. Cleared circular areas, and stone crescent walls.



"There was, in a lot of areas they did this by piling rocks in 
spots in whatever direction it was piled; if it was piled to the 

south or to the east—maybe some of them might have built a 
rock cairn, okay, to the east of it there’s another rock cairn to 
where the sun come up, or to the west where the sun goes 

down.

the summer solstice - that’s when the sun stops there so you 
pile it right there to that point— from the last time it come up 
for the furthest point north. So you pile that and you line it up 
and then when it goes down south and you’ve lined that up 
from the furthest time that it gets down there so that's the 
winter equinox. So they would get an idea - so they would 

mark in these places".

Native American Oral History
and Cultural Interpretation

in Rocky Mountain National Park
Sally McBeth



Ethnohistorian, Celinda Reynolds Kaelin, in her “Sacred Ancestral Lands of the 
Tabeguache” reports an interview with Tabeguache Ute Elder, Clifford Duncan in which 
he describes tribal use and purpose of the medicine wheel. 

“Summer camps were moved every three or four weeks. At the center of each new 
camp, a stone-ring medicine wheel was placed. A center or heart stone was also placed 
inside each tipi to connect the camp and lodges with Mother Earth”.



Archaeological sites 
in the Sangre de Cristo 

mountains near Bear Basin





 Stone markers and monuments













Next - Culturally Modified Trees; CMTs



Alden Naranjo 
Southern Ute Tribal Elder 

Our Capote and Mouache ancestors never bent trees for cultural purposes….

The Southern Ute Indian Tribe has only one type of culturally modified tree and one tree
that is associated with prayers. The only culturally modified tree, which is not physically
bent, is a Peeled Tree. 

As Utes, the only tree that would be peeled would be ponderosa
pine and occasionally aspen.

Official Southern Ute and Ute Mountain Ute Statement: Addressing
the False Cultural Connection of Bent Trees to Traditional Practices

of the Ute Nation
                                                                      June 2019



Cultural Enigma

Preponderance of  evidence
Several varieties of trees at Bear  

Basin Ranch in association with 
geo-cosmic alignments and associated 

artifacts were clearly human modified

 Historical evidence indicates that 
the Ute were primary users of the region  

if they did not shape these trees 
then who did?



Peeled Trees



Viewing  
Pikes Peak







Natural deformed trees
0.Lightning, wind, snow  
0.livestock, elk, deer 
0. western rust gall 
0. dwarf mistletoe 
0. porcupines 
0.Pine tip moth







solstice ceremonial site which incorporates culturally bent, modified pines and a rock 
promontory supported by other cultural material and features. 



Dec. solstice sunrise at Bear Basin







Ceremonial 
features located 
at the December 

solstice site







  
Solar Observatory



Composite image





Ridge top ponderosa pointing at Pikes Peak











Unusual  ‘uplifted arms’ 
shaped trees.  The 
center primary trunk is 
dead above a parasitic 
scared base. 

All have either cardinal 
or solstice alignments.





probably a ceremonial offering







That's All Folks

At a costume party 
in Westcliffe

Hollywood archaeologist ?


